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DEFINITION
Families of molecular descriptors were designed and used to relate the structural
information with measured properties and activities for different series of chemical
compounds. Since a whole pool of experimental designs are devised for conducting
measurements (preferably for series of compounds) of which outcomes depends on a
variety of factors (including environmental ones) it is unlikely to expect a unique pattern of
relating the structure of the compounds with their measurements. On the other hand, by
taking into account that from one series of measurements to another, some settings may
have small variations, it is expected that the series of the measurements to be related one to
the other as well to be both related with the structure of the compounds. This general idea
may have different materializations, one of them being the creation and the use of related
structural descriptors - families of molecular descriptors.
The strategy to materialize a family of molecular descriptors is to use a genetic code
embedding in it a series of different operators (the genome of the family) applying on the
structure of the chemical compound (preferably on both topological and geometrical
information) to produce a parameterized numerical outcome.
Several families of molecular descriptors were developed to date: FPIF (from Fragmental
Property Index Family), MDF (from Molecular Descriptors Family), MDFV (from
Molecular Descriptors Family - Vertex), SAPF (from Structural Atomic Property Family),
SMPI (from Szeged Matrix Property Indices) and its extension FMPI (from Fragmental
Matrix Property Indices) as well as ChPE, which is an extension of the Characteristic
Polynomial intended to be used on molecules (see Char-poly).
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HISTORICAL ORIGIN(S)
First steps to the molecular models are recorded in 1861 (Loschmidt 18611 ). Today molecular
modelling involves theoretical methods and computational techniques for pushing further (see
Rhinehardt et al. 20152 ) the knowledge about the molecular structure.
When series of compounds are involved, then the expected result of a model is to provide a
function or a relation between the structure and macroscopic observed behaviour of the molecules.
Strategies like docking (Taha et al. 20153 ), assaying (Peng et al. 20154 ) and mapping (Radwan &

Abdel-Mageed 20145 ) are involved to better exploit the feature of the systematic experimental
observation, but nevertheless strategies to develop families of molecular descriptors (FMDs) began to
attract concerns (see Kihl et al. 20156 ).
Modelling the molecular structure is the way of understanding of the microscopic level and its
expression at the macroscopic one level. The accessing of the microscopic level is via measurements
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Encoding the information from measurements
In regard of the measurements, there are many ways of expressing the encoded information,
differing one from each other by the quality of the representation.
Thus, the primary measurement scale is binomial which encodes (in the informational space)
logical values having as allowed operations equality ("=") and negation ("!") providing a structure of
Boolean algebra (Boole 18547 ). Mode and Fisher exact (Fisher 19228 ) are the allowable statistics on,
and examples of measurements associated with the encoded values are distinguishing between dead
and alive, and looking for occurrences of the sides of a coin.
(Multi)nomi(n)al scale uses a finite and known series of unordered values to record the
observations, being a discrete scale and having allowed the test for equality ("=") providing a structure
of a standard set. One statistic have a clear meaning on the values measured on this scale - mode - and
comparisons between series of measurements using this scale can be conducted with Chi-square test
(Pearson 19009 ). Examples of measurements expressed with this scale include 'ABO' blood group
system, but also the classification of living organisms.
Ordinal scale is encoding discrete values and the allowed operations include the test for equality
("=") and (strict) inequality ("<") providing a structure of commutative algebra (Krull 193510 ). The
allowable statistic is the median and on the information collected with this scale is possible the
ranking. An example of information collected using this scale is the number of atoms in molecules.
Interval scale provides continuous values implicitly falling into an interval or domain. As
operations is possible to do comparisons using inequality operator ("≤") as well as to do subtractions.
It provides a structure of one-dimensional affine space (Berwald 191811 ), having allowed calculating
of the mean, standard deviation, correlation, regression, and ANOVA. Examples include
measurements of temperature, distance, time, and energy.
Ratio scale provides too continuous values on non-negative domain having as allowed operations
inequality ("≤"), subtraction ("-") and multiplication ("*"). It provides a structure of a one-dimensional
vector space (Bolzano 180412 ) having allowed the most comprehensive list of statistics including
geometric and harmonic means, coefficient of variation, doing of logarithms (Napier 161413 ), and
examples include chemical and biological measurements such as pH and sweetness relative to
sucrose.
Molecular modelling requires and is feed with measurements. If on one hand stays the measured
values (see Figure 1), on the other hand stays the chemical structure (see Figure 2). If the Universe is
seen as the whole observing space (see Figure 2) then radiant energy differentiates as having a
velocity comparable with light velocity (relativistic velocity) grouping radiations such as β, γ, being
differentiated through properties.
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Figure 2. To the layers of the chemical structure
The other main group contains the matter (Figure 2) is seen as the whole non-relativistic
observing space in which the body is seen as having the velocity much less than the velocity of light.
It contains materials ensemble with possibly variable and discontinue (chemical) composition. Going
deeper in the classification, on the next layer stays materials with variable and continue (chemical)
composition which generally groups mixtures of substances possessing well defined chemical
composition from which homogenous substances have constant (chemical) composition, to finally
arrive at chemical compound concept with well defined and unique chemical composition. From this
point on we may start to discuss about the chemical structure, and an empirical formula provides the
ratio between the atoms in the compound, the molecular formula provides further the number of
atoms from each type in the molecule, the structural formula reveals the structural groups in the
molecule and finally geometrical formula defines the relative arrangement of the atoms in the
molecule. Although it is the last refinement level, sometimes (actually quite often) the geometrical
formula may degenerate too being well known the geometrical isomerism (see Warder 189014 ).
Namely, knowing the distances between the atoms and the angles between them we still don't have
enough knowledge to define a unique chemical structure, which in some cases may be problematic.
Modelling the molecular structure is a prerequisite for structure-activity inference analysis.
Building of a three-dimensional model (3D) is necessary when the calculated descriptors on the
structure use the geometry of the molecule. Obtaining the 3D model can be achieved using a
molecular modelling program (see Table 1 for a short list of).
Table 1. Molecular modelling software
Name
Provider website
Abalone
http://biomolecular-modeling.com
ADF
http://scm.com
ChemBioOffice
http://cambridgesoft.com
Gaussian
http://gaussian.com

Name
HyperChem
Materials Studio
Q-Chem
Spartan

Provider website
http://hyper.com
http://accelrys.com
http://q-chem.com
http://wavefun.com

When certain software (as given above) is used, sometimes conversions between different
formats storing the chemical information are useful, as well as it helps some software for visualising
(only) of the obtained models (see Table 2 for a short list of).
Table 2. Molecular modelling auxiliary software
Name
GLmol
Jmol
MDL Chime

÷
÷

Intend
Browser based visualization
Java applet for visualization
Browser plugin for visualization

Open Babel
conversions
PyMOL
Python application for visualization
RasMol GNU GPL application for visualization
WebQC
conversions

Obtaining of the 3D model of the molecule involves a series of steps, as given below:
Constructing of the topology, namely specification of the atoms by atom type and of the bonds
by bond order;
Building of a 3D arrangement, when typical routines possibly including molecular mechanics
force fields, such as are CHARM (Brooks et al. 198315 ), AMBER (Cornell et al., 199516 ),

MMFF94 (Halgren 199617 ), and OPLS (Jorgensen & Tirado-Rives 199818 );
÷ Refining of the 3D arrangement may involve semi-empirical methods, such as are AM1 (Dewar
et al. 198519 ), PM3 (Stewart 198920 ), RM1 (Rocha et al. 200621 ) and PM6 (Stewart 200722 ).
÷ Further refining of the geometry with DFT (density functional theory) approaches including HF
(Hartree-Fock, see Hartree 192823 & Fock 193024 ), post-HF - such as are perturbation theory
(Møller & Plesset 193425 ), coupled cluster (Purvis & Bartlett 198226 ), configuration interaction
(Maurice & Head-Gordon 199927 ), and composite methods (Ohlinger et al. 200928 ) and KS
(Kohn-Sham, see Kohn & Sham 196529 ) - such as are LDA (Parr & Yang 199430 ), GGA
(Perdew et al. 199231 ) and PBE (Perdew et al. 199632 );
Special precautions at building and of refining of the 3D model should be given to the structures
with geometrical isomers, because during the geometrical optimization the passing from one
geometrical conformation to another is quite often encountered.
One of the outcomes of the molecular modelling is the charge distribution over the atoms in the
molecule, or partial charges. Different approaches are available:
÷ Born (see Born & Goppert-Mayer 193133 );
÷ Callen (see Callen 194934 );
÷ Szigeti (see Szigeti 194935 );
÷ Mulliken (see Mulliken 195536 and thereafter);
÷ Coulson (see Coulson et al. 196237 );
÷ Politzer (see Politzer 196838 )
÷ Löwdin (see Löwdin 197039 );
÷ Hirshfeld (see Hirshfeld 197740 );
÷ Cioslowski (see Cioslowski 198941 );
÷ Bader (see Bader 199042 );
÷ Optimization method based electrostatic potentials (see for instance Wang & Ford 199443 ).
Along with the partial charges, the outcome of the molecular modelling includes the (relative)
coordinates of the atoms (usually given in Å), the bonds and their types (see Table 3).
Table 3. Typical information from molecular modelling
The list of the atoms
Label Type Coordinates (x, y, z) Partial charge
The list of the bonds
Atom Label Atom Label Bond type or order
Usually the methodology for relating the structure with the experimental measurements in series
of compounds uses the molecular structure in which the hydrogen atoms are neglected (deleted).
Some of the reasons are given in the next:
÷ biological activities determined in vivo have as environment (medium) aqueous solutions in
which processes of (partial) dissociation in which the hydrogen atoms pass in the form of protons
in solution, leaving the place occupied in the molecular structure;
÷ hydrogen atoms can form a single bond; if they are deleted, excepting their geometrical position
information can always be rebuilt;
÷ because form a single bond, the hydrogen atoms do not contribute to the complexity of molecular
(not create chains and branches are just terminals for the structure);
deleting of the hydrogen atoms reduces the amount of calculations for a certain structure;
considering only an alkane of the general formula CnH2n+2, removing the hydrogen atoms reduces the
complexity of the topology to 1/9 (a topological matrix records values for each pair of atoms and the
atoms are about one third less).

NANO-SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT(S)
A genetic code can formally describe the breeding of the molecular descriptors of a family
(see Figure 3). The outcome of the breeding process is the population of phenotypes, in which

the individuals are labelled with letters encoding their genomic code (Ln…L1 in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Encoding the information from structure with FMDs
The process of generating the population of descriptors is to be applied for each molecule of the
entry dataset in part (see Figure 3) and basically is a for-based procedure (see Figure 4).
Input data: series of the molecules ({Mol1, …, Molk})
For each w from 1 to k //for Molw
For each i1 from 1 to m1 //for G1
… //for the rest of the genes
For each ij from 1 to mj //for Gj
… //for the rest of the genes
For each in from 1 to mn //for Gn
Ln…Lj…L1(Molw) ← Calculate the descriptor using
[Molw, g1,i , …, g1,i , …, g1,i ]
1
n
j
current values
End for
…
End for
…
End for
End for
Output data: Series of descriptors values for each molecule ({Ln…L1(Molw), 1 ≤ w ≤ k})

Figure 4. Obtaining the descriptors of a FMD for a set of molecules
As can be deduced, always a FMD generates exactly the same number of descriptors for any
molecule (in the general case, see Figure 3 & Figure 4) the number is m1·…·mj·…·mn.
FPIF (from Fragmental Property Index Family; Jäntschi & Diudea, 200044 ; see Table 4) is a
matrix-based method, in which the matrices collects properties derived from structure for fragments
obtained for each pair of atoms.
Table 4. Code of FPIF descriptors

Genome

Gene IM DM AP PD FC SM MI LO
R T M __p__ si S P_ I
D G E __d__ se P P2 R
C _1/p_ ji A E_ L
Q _1/d_ je G E2
_p*d_ fi H
_p/d_ fe
_p/d2
p2/d2

FPIF = IM×DM×AP×PD×FC×SM×MI×LO. Examples: RGseCp2/d2SE2, DGjeP_p/d2GP_
FPIF uses dM(a,b) - the topological distance in structure M from atom a to atom b; δM(a,b) - the
topological detour - i.e. longest path - in structure M from atom a to atom b; WM(a,b) - set of walks;

PM(a,b) - set of paths; DM(a,b) - set of distances - i.e. shortest paths; ΔM(a,b) - set of detours - i.e.
longest paths; M\p - substructure derived from structure M when the atoms inside the path p are
removed from M together with their connections. Sets (one or more) of atoms of a molecule M for
every pair of atoms (a,b) are calculated for every of the following (six) set collecting criteria (called
FC - fragmentation criteria):
÷ With Sza,b,d/δ = {c ∈ M | d/δM(c,a) < d/δM(c,b)}:
o FC = si: SzDia,b = {c ∈ M | dM(c,a) < dM(c,b)};
o FC = se: SzDea,b = { c ∈ M | δM(c,a) < δM(c,b)};
÷ With CJa,b,p = {c ∈ M | dM(c,a) < dM(c,b) and ∃w ∈ WM(c,a) | {a}=w∩p}:
o FC = ji: Cja,b,p when p∈DM(a,b);
o FC = je: Cja,b,p when p∈ΔM(a,b);
÷ With Cfa,b,p = { c ∈ M | dG\p(c,a) < dG\p(c,b)}:
o FC = fi: CfDia,b = Cfa,b,p when p∈DM(a,b);
o FC = fe: CfDea,b = Cfa,b,p when p∈ΔM(a,b);
Four atomic properties (AP an atomic property) are taken into calculation: M (AP = M) - as
relative atomic mass; E (AP = E) as electronegativity (Sanderson scale, Sanderson 198345 ); C (AP =
C) as (set) cardinality; P (AP = P) as partial charge (class I, see Cramer 200246 , from Mulliken
population analysis, Mulliken 195536). Eight property descriptor (PD a property descriptor)
expressions account atomic properties: p (PD = p) - atomic property; d (PD = d) - distance; PD = 1/p; PD
= 1/d; PD = pd; PD = p/d; PD = p/d2; PD= p2/d2. Five overlapping methods (SM - superposing method)
overlap atomic properties to provide the fragmental property: S (SM = S) - sum; P (SM = P) multiplication; A (SM = A) - arithmetic mean; G (SM = G) - geometric mean; H (SM = H) - harmonic
mean. Two models of interaction give transform in a vector a descriptor (IM - interaction model): R
(IM = R) - rare (uses the assumption that the property of all atoms are approximately located in the
fragment centre of property - of which position is consequently obtained and used to express the
descriptor vector); D (IM = D) - dense (the effect of each atom are superposed using vector
summation). Two distance metrics (DM - metric of distance) provides the distance for expressing the
descriptor values: T (DM = T) - topological (from connectivity) and D (DM = D) - topographical (from
3D model of the molecule obtained from different levels of theory - for a discussion about, see Clark
198547 ). Four square-matrix based indices (MI - matrix index) collects overall molecular property: P_
(MI = P_) - half-sum of matrix elements; P2 (MI = P2) - half-sum of squared matrix elements; E_ (MI
= E_) - half-sum of Hadamard product of matrix with adjacency matrix; E2 (MI = E2) - half-sum of
squared Hadamard product of matrix with adjacency matrix. Finally, a molecular descriptor is
obtained via a linearization operator (LO - linearization operator) meant to transform nonlinearities to
linearity at relationships: I (LO = I) - identity function; R (LO = R) - reciprocal function (f(x)=1/x); L
(LO = L) - logarithm function (f(x)=ln(x)). Thus, FPIF family of molecular descriptors puts together a
total number of individuals equal with the number of all multiplications described above
(2·2·4·8·6·5·4·3 - 46080) - see Table 4.
MDF (from Molecular Descriptors Family; Jäntschi 200448 ; Jäntschi 200549 ; see Table 5) is a
method based on molecular fragments obtained for pairs of atoms.
Table 5. Code of MDF descriptors

Genome

Gene DM AP
ID
IM FC
SM
LO
t C DQL Fr m m AGHI
g H d q l f R MMa g h i
M OJ V Sm D n BF I A
E o j E s MP N b f i a
G P KWTd
S P s
L
Q p k w t D
l

MDF = DM×AP×PD×IM×FC×SF×LO. Examples: lsPRLGg, IhDDDCt
Similarly with FPIF, MDF it uses two distance operators (DO): topological (t) and geometrical
(g), six atomic properties (AP): cardinality (C), number of directly connected hydrogen atoms (H),
relative atomic mass (M), electronegativity (E - Sanderson scale, group electronegativity (G - Diudea

& Silaghi 198950 ), partial atomic charge (Q - Mulliken, and twenty-four interaction descriptors (ID) as
follows: D(d), d(1/d), O(p1), o(1/p1), P(p1p2), p(1/p1p2), Q(√p1p2), q(1/√p1p2), J(p1d), j(1/p1d),
K(p1p2d), k(1/p1p2d), L(d√p1p2), l(1/d√p1p2), V(p1/d), E(p1/d2), W(p12/d), w(p1p2/d), F(p12/d2),
f(p1p2/d2), S(p12/d3), s(p1p2/d3), T(p12/d4), t(p1p2/d4). Interaction were modelled (IM) using six functions:
R and r - being rare, M and m - being medium, and D and d being dense - the upper letter encoded
one having as reference the first atom of the fragment (a in the notation given at defining of FPIF) and
lower letter nominating the reference on the probe atom (b in the notation given at defining of FPIF).
Fragmentation is driven by one fragmentation criterion (FC): m (FC = m) - defines smallest fragment
containing atom a; M (FC = M) - defines largest fragment not containing atom b; D (FC = D) - defines
so called Szeged fragments (closer to atom a than to atom b), P (FC = P) - Cluj path based fragments
(see FPIF definition for the definition of Cluj path based fragments - CFa,b,p, p∈DM(a,b)), nineteen
overlapping strategies for fragments interaction (SF - superposing formula): m (SF = m) - smallest
value; M (SF = M) - biggest value; n (SF = n) - smallest absolute value; N (SF = n) - biggest absolute
value; S (SF = S) - sum of; A (SF = A) - S divided to number of fragments possessing real value of
descriptor; a (SF = a) - S divided to total number of fragments; B (SF = B) - S divided to number of
atoms; b (SF = b) - S divided to number of bonds; P (SF = P) - product of; G geometric mean rooted P
as S is divided for A (SF = A); g (SF = g) - rooted P as S divided for a (SF = a); F (SF = F) - rooted P as
S divided for B (SF = B); f (SF = f) - rooted P as S divided for b (SF = b); s (SF = s) - harmonic sum; H
(SF = H), h (SF = h), I (SF = I), i (SF = i) harmonic means following same procedure from s as G (SF =
G), g (SF = g), F (SF = F), f (SF = f) were derived as geometric means from P and same procedure as
for A (SF = A), a (SF = a), B (SF = B), b (SF = b) derived as arithmetic means from S. Six linearization
operators (LO) being: I (LO = I) - identity(f(x)=x); i (LO = i) - inverse (f(x)=1/x), A (LO = A) - absolute
of (f(x)=|x|), a (LO = a) inverse of absolute of (f(x)=1/|x|), L (LO = L) - logarithm of (f(x)=ln(x)) and l
(LO = l) - logarithm of absolute of (f(x)=ln(|x|)). Thus, MDF puts together a total number of
individuals equal with the number of all multiplications (2·6·6·24·4·19·6 = 787968) - see Table 5.
MDFV (from Molecular Descriptors Family - Vertex; Bolboacă & Jäntschi 200951 ; see see
Table 6) uses atoms in place of pairs of atoms (as FPIF and MDF uses). It implements two distance
metrics (DO): t (topological) and g(geometrical), seven atomic properties (AP): C (cardinality), H
(hydrogen's), M (mass), E (electronegativity, Sanderson scale), Q (partial charge, Mulliken population
analysis), L (melting point under normal temperature and pressure conditions), A (electronic affinity),
fifty-eight interaction descriptors (ID, see Table 6).
Table 6. Code of MDFV descriptors

Genome

Gene DO AP
ID
SF SM IT EU LO
T C J R N Z VI DA A f D I
G H j r n z v i d a a F d R
M OK WS F A 0I I c
L
E o k w s f a 1i i C
Q P L X T GB 2F F p
L p l x t g b 3P P P
A QMY UHC 4C C a
q my u h c 5
A
6
i
I
7

MDFV = DO×AP×ID×SF×SM×IT×EU×LO. Examples: TEuIFFDL, GLbIAcDR
Atoms (or vertices in graph theory naming) are cut and fragments (connected atoms) are
collected. It is calculated first the fragmental property using one out of ten strategies (IT - interaction
type):
÷ IT = f - fragment's field - superposes (adds) axial projections of ID for all pairs of atoms (b,c) from
fragment ((b,c) ∈Fr(a)) taken once - giving interactions in the fragment independent of atom
cut);
÷ IT = F - field of the fragment in the cut - superposes (adds) axial projections of ID for all pairs of
atoms (a,b) with one atom in the fragment (b∈Fr(a)) - giving interaction of the fragment in the

cut;
IT = c - fragment's descriptor centre - computes coordinates of the centre of the descriptor using
once every pair of atoms of the fragment (b,c)∈Fr(a);
÷ IT = C - fragmentation descriptor centre - computes coordinates of the centre of the descriptor
using all pairs of atoms (a,b) with one atom in the fragment (b∈Fr(a)) - giving the weight of the
fragment in the cut;
÷ IT = p - fragment's potential - uses all pairs (b,c)∈Fr(a) to obtain the average direction (average of
the directions) of the field; uses all pairs (b,c)∈Fr(a) to obtain the cumulated value (sums of the
effects); gives the intrinsic potential of the fragment;
÷ IT = P - potential of the fragment relative to the cut - uses all pairs of atoms (a,b) with one atom in
the fragment (b∈Fr(a)) for giving the extrinsic potential of the fragment at the cut;
÷ IT = a - select highest descriptor present in the fragment (from all pairs (b,c)∈Fr(a) of atoms
present in the fragment); give strongest interaction in the fragment;
÷ IT = A - select highest descriptor of the fragment with the cut (from all pairs (a,b) with b∈Fr(a));
give strongest interaction in the cut;
÷ IT = m - select lowest descriptor present in the fragment (from all pairs (b,c)∈Fr(a) of atoms
present in the fragment); give weakest interaction in the fragment;
÷ IT = M - select highest descriptor of the fragment with the cut (from all pairs (a,b) with b∈Fr(a));
give weakest interaction in the cut.
In general, for a vertex cut more than one fragment may occur. Thus, this fact are accounted
using superposing of the descriptors interaction at fragments (between fragments of same cut) level by
the superposing at fragment (SF) formula. When operates in the Minkowski space (using absolute
values) two superposing derives: a (SF = a) - standing for max(|(·x|+|·y|+|·z|) and i (SF = i) -standing for
min(|(·x|+|·y|+|·z|). When operates in the Euclidian space (using square values and after squared root of)
other two superposing derives: A (SF = A) - standing for max(√(·x2+·y2+·z2)) and I (SF = I) - standing
for min(√(·x2+·y2+·z2)). When the effects of two or more fragments are superposed, we can superpose it
as vectors, and then SF takes value of F (SF = F), we can superpose only their directions (and add their
values), and then SF takes the value of P (SF = P) or weighting their effect, and then SF takes the value
of C (SF = C). Finally, superposing is conducted at molecular level from all cuts using same procedure
described above at superposing at fragments of a cut. Thus, SM superposes as minimum absolute
(when SM = i), as maximum absolute (when SM = a), as minimum in Euclidean space (when SM = I),
as maximum in Euclidean space (when SM = A), weighting effects (when SM = C), superposing
directions (when SM = P) or vectorial superposing (when SM = F). All values of the descriptors at
molecular level obtained using the procedure described above possess two things: a value and a
reference (a coordinate of its position). Thus, we can express as molecular descriptor the value of it
(and then EU = D) or a reference of it (a distance, and then EU = d) where EU is the expressing unit). A
linearization operator (LO) serves for linear regression designing of the analysis with MDFV family of
descriptors and it takes three values: I (standing for identity with), R (standing for reciprocal or inverse
of) and L (standing for logarithm of). Thus, MDFV family of molecular descriptors puts together a
total number of individuals equal with the number of all multiplications described above
(2·7·58·7·7·10·2·3 = 2387280) - see Table 6.
Transforming of MDF to a more complex and large family (as MDFV is) does not provided
expected significant improvement of QSAR (quantitative structure-activity relationships) models
(with MDFV) as were obtained (with MDF), another approach were developed: SAPF (see Table 7).
SAPF (from Structural Atomic Property Family; Sestraş et al., 201252 ; see Table 7; calculation
details given in Jäntschi 201253 ) cumulates atomic properties at molecular level. It locates the
molecular centre using one (out of three methods, CF) for this task involving a metric (out of two, MD)
for the distance, a atomic property (out of eight defined till date, AP), a rising power for the distance
(DP, seven cases), a rising power for the property (PP, same seven cases). At molecular level one of
two sorts of operators (OM, mean type or sum type) build the molecular property as generalized mean
or sum (see OM) of descriptor's values rising it at a power (GM, again one out of same seven cases) and
the result are subject to linearization (LO, one out of seven cases).
÷

Table 7. Code of SAPF descriptors

Genome

Gene CF DO AP DP PP OM MP LO
D T C I I S I I
P G H E E M E A
C
M H H
H S
E G G
G T
A A A
A Q
Q Q
Q R
S S
S L

SAPF = LO×GM×OM×PP×DP×AP×MD×CF. Examples: SISHQEGC, TESHIMGP
Thus, SAPF family of molecular descriptors puts together a total number of individuals equal
with the number of all multiplications described above (7·7·2·7·7·9(5)·2·3 = 259308 - with 9 atomic
properties; 144060 with 5 atomic properties, see Table 7).
SMPI (Szeged Matrix Property Indices; Bolboacă & Jäntschi 201654 see Table 8) it has an
online interface free to be used (Jäntschi 201455 ).
Table 8. Code of SMPI descriptors

Genome

Gene AP DM ID MO LO
A T E m I
B G UM R
C U DI L
D
P J
E
E
F
F
G

SMPI = LO×MO×ID×DM×AP. Examples: ImETA -first, LFPUG -last
For SMPI distance matrix are calculated, and then for each pair of (distinct) atoms the atoms
closer to the first than to the second atom of the pair are collected into (these are fragments; are
exactly one fragment associated to a pair of atoms by this way) a matrix (similarly to the
unsymmetrical Szeged matrix on paths, but containing sets of atoms in place of their number; for
[USzp] matrix definition see Diudea et al. 200156 ). To each fragment it is assigned an atomic property
AP=A: Atomic mass (a.u.), as sum of; AP=B: Atomic number (Z), as harmonic sum of; AP=C:
Cardinality (=1), as sum of; AP=D: Solid state density (kg/m3), as harmonic mean of; AP=E:
Electronegativity (revised Pauling; for Pauling electronegativity see Pauling 193257 ; for revised
Pauling electronegativity see Allred 196158 ), as geometrical mean of; AP=F: First ionization energy
(kJ/mol), as average of; AP=G: Melting point temperature (K), as Euler (PM(p), p=2) mean of. A
distance matrix is calculated using three alternatives - DM=T: Topological distance (bonds); DM=G:
Geometrical distance (Å); DM=U: Weighted topological distance (as reversed bond order). An
interaction descriptor produces the interaction effects matrix operating on the properties and on the
distances matrices - ID=E: Ei,j=Pi,j*Di,j; ID=U: Ui,j=Pi,j/Di,j; ID=D: Di,j=1*Di,j; ID=P: Pi,j=Pi,j*1. On the
resulted interaction effects matrix a molecular level operator calculates a value - MO=m: min; MO=M:
max; MO=I: half-sum(Mi,j); MO=J: half-sum(Mi,j*Mj,i); MO=E: half-sum(Mi,j*Adi,j); MO=F: halfsum(Mi,j*Mj,i*Adi,j). Finally the calculated value is subject to a linearization - LO=I: I(x)=x; LO=R:
R(x)=1/x; LO=L: L(x)=Ln(x). A total number of 1512 (7·3·4·6·3) descriptors reflects the molecular
structure of a molecule from (slightly) different (from one to another) perspectives (Table 8).
FMPI (from Fragmental Matrix Property Indices; see Table 9) is an improvement were made to
SMPI, by extending the principle applied for Szeged fragments (assigned letter: S) to other two
matrices collecting fragments from molecule for pairs of atoms, namely to maximal fragments
(assigned letter: M) - the largest set containing the first atom of the pair along with all it's connected
atoms after removal of the second atom of the pair from molecule and to complements of the
maximal fragments (assigned letter: N) - the set containing the second atom of the pair along with the
rest of the atoms lost from the molecule when maximal fragments were extracted.

Table 9. Code of FMPI descriptors

Genome

Gene FC AP DM ID MO LO
S A T E m I
MB G UM R
N C U DI L
D
P J
E
E
F
F
G

FMPI = LO×MO×ID×DM×AP×FC. Examples: ImETAS -first, LFPUGN -last
Therefore, the gene sequence of FMPI is increased from SMPI with one gene, and the number of
descriptors is multiplied with 3 (arriving at 4536; see Table 9).
ChPE (from Characteristic Polynomial Extend; see Table 10) is an extension was recently
made to the Characteristic Polynomial in order to be used to produce a family of molecular
descriptors (Jäntschi & Bolboacă 201659 ). The calculations for the extended characteristic
polynomial ChPE = |λ·IA - CM| were conducted diversifying the (atom's) identities (IA) using
atomic properties in 8 levels ('A' - atomic mass, /294.0l; 'B' - cardinality, always 1; 'C' - charges atomic electrostatic charge, ESP; 'D' - solid state density, in kg/m3, /30000; 'E' - electronegativity
(revised Pauling scale, /4.00; 'F' - first ionization potential, in kJ/mol, /1312.0; 'G' - melting point
temperature, in K, /3820.0; 'H' - attached hydrogen atoms, /4), diversifying the (molecule's)
connectivity (CM) in 2·3 levels - two: by adjacencies ('g', 'c' and 't') and by distances ('G', 'C', and
'T') and three: diversifying the distance metric ('g' and 'G' - inverse of the geometrical distance; 'c'
and 'C' - inverse of the bond order weighted topological distances; 't' and 'T' - inverse of the
topological distances) as given in Table 10.
Table 10. Code of ChPE descriptors

Genome

Gene LO IA CM SA d1d 2 d 3d 4
I A G N 0000..1000
R B C P
L C T
D g
E c
F t
G
H

ChPE = LO×IA×CM×SA×d1d2d3d4. Examples: IAGN1000 -first, LHtP1000 -last

Using the selected alternatives for atom's identities (IA) and for molecule's connectivity the
polynomial ChPE = |λ·IA - CM| is evaluated in 2001 points by giving to the argument (λ) a sign
(SA, 'N' - negative or 'P' - positive) and a value ( d1d 2 d 3d 4 , from 0000 to 1000), as λ =
± d1d 2 d 3d 4 /1000. The result of the evaluation is finally is subject to a linearization - LO=I: I(x)=x;
LO=R: R(x)=1/x; LO=L: L(x)=Ln(x). A total number of 288144 (3·8·6·2001) descriptors reflects the
molecular structure of a molecule from (slightly) different (from one to another) perspectives (see
Table 10).

NANO-CHEMICAL APPLICATION(S)
Not implicitly all FMDs are suitable for nano-chemical applications. Namely, a FMD is suitable
to be applied at nano-level if the complexity of the calculation did not surpass a polynomial one (e.g.
it not involves solving of a hard problem - for hard problems please see Falkenauer 199860 ). From
this point of view, for generating of the fragments, FPIF require the construction of the list of all paths

between two atoms, which goes into a hard problem for cycles containing structures. A small
modification to the MDF (MDF → MDF2004), namely by replacing Cluj path based fragments with
the complement of the maximal fragments makes MDF (MDF →MDF2015) suitable to be used to
the nano-level, because the complexity of all others calculations did not surpass O(N4), where N is the
number of the atoms in a molecule. For SMPI and FMPI the complexity of the calculation is O(N4)
too, while for MDFV, SAPF, and ChPE is O(N3).
SAPF and ChPE are implemented as very fast versions in FreePascal (for FreePascal see Codère
et al. 1998-201561 ), and the rest of the families suitable for nano-level (MDF, MDFV, SMPI, FMPI)
were implemented using PHP language (for PHP language see Lerdorf 199462 and Gutmans &
Suraski 1994-200463 ).
All implementations were parallelized for exploiting the multi-core feature of the modern
computers. Parallelization is portable when is implemented to pass to different tasks different
molecules from a set. Thus, Table 11 contains these two implementations (in PHP and in FreePascal).
Table 11. Code of parallelization for processing of sets of molecules (PHP & FreePascal)
PHP
Initialization code:
define("max_splits",8); define("f_CPU",0);
define("a_CPU","NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS");
$srv=&$_SERVER; $invoked=$srv["argv"];
$me=&$srv["PHP_SELF"];
if(array_key_exists("1",$srv["argv"]))
$splits=$srv["argv"][1]; else $splits=1;
if(array_key_exists("2",$srv["argv"]))
$c_split=$srv["argv"][2]; else $c_split=0;
if( (!is_numeric($splits)) || ( !is_numeric($c_split)) ||
($splits>max_splits) ){die("wrong execution!\r\n");}
if($splits>1){ echo("$me. in parralel! Task ");
echo(($c_split+1)." of ".$splits.".\r\n");
}else{ $n_CPU=0;
if(array_key_exists(c_CPU,$srv))
$n_CPU=$srv[c_CPU];
if($n_CPU==0){
if($c_split==0){ echo("Run a single task!\r\n");}
else die();
}else{ $splits=$n_CPU-f_CPU;
echo("n-procs: $n_CPU n-splits: $splits."\r\n");
for($i=0;$i<$splits;$i++){
$run_s="START php ".$me." ".$splits." ".$i;
$run[$i]=popen($run_s,"r");
pclose($run[$i]);
} die("All tasks started.\r\n");
}}
if($splits>1)
echo("Split ".($c_split+1)." of ".$splits."\r\n");
In the program body:
for($i=0;$i<$n_hin;$i++){//for the list of molecules
if($splits>1){if($i % $splits <> $c_split) continue;}
… //do the job for the molecule $i
}

FreePascal
Initialization code:
uses SysUtils, Classes, Process, Windows;
const f_CPUs=0; m_CPUs=8;
var splits,c_split,i:byte; s:string[255];
SystemInfo:SYSTEM_INFO; AProcess:TProcess;
begin
splits:=1;current_split:=0; //parallelization default state
if(paramcount=0)then begin
GetSystemInfo(SystemInfo);
splits:=SystemInfo.dwNumberOfProcessors-f_CPUs;
Str(splits,s); AProcess:=TProcess.Create(NIL);
AProcess.InheritHandles:=FALSE;
for i:=1 to GetEnvironmentVariableCount do
AProcess.Environment.Add(GetEnvironmentString(i));
AProcess.Executable := Paramstr(0);
AProcess.Parameters.Add(s);
for c_split:=splits-1 downto 0 do begin
Str(c_split,s); AProcess.Parameters.Add(s);
AProcess.Execute; AProcess.Parameters.Delete(1);
writeln('Starting ',c_split,' child');
end;
AProcess.Free;writeln('Started ',splits,' childs.');halt;
end else begin
if(paramcount<>2)then halt;//wrong call
val(paramstr(1),splits,i);if(i<>0)then halt;
val(paramstr(2),current_split,i);if(i<>0)then halt;
if((c_split>splits)or(splits>m_CPUs))then halt;
end;
writeln('Splits=',splits,' Split=',c_split);
In the program body:
for i:= m1 downto 0 do begin //for the list of molecules
if(splits>1)then if(i mod splits <> c_split)then continue;
… //do the job for the molecule i
end;

Initially the applications were designed to work with a database and to save the descriptors as
well as the later conducted regression analysis on a database; the applications were revised to produce
text-based human readable files. The following working plan is to be used for an analysis conducted
with FMDs (as the ones described above):
÷ Stage 0. Preliminary requirements. This stage is to be applied after a procedure which assumes

that the geometry of the molecules is obtained and is saved in '*.hin' - HyperChem format and
the partial charges are calculated. Much convenient is to optimize the structures with software
which have possibility to parallelize the calculation, such as is Spartan. If it is the case, then
conversions from Spartan ('input' and 'output' files) to HyperChem are required. A program
(spartan_hin_convert_qsar.php) was designed to do this (and it requires '*.spinput' files to be
placed in a directory, '*.txt' Spartan output files to be placed in other one, as well as it requires
that the Spartan calculations to be conducted with 'verbose log' in order to contain the partial
charges too; then, in a new directory the HyperChem files are generated).
÷ Stage 1. Generation of the descriptors. A folder containing the structure files is the input data
for all programs providing the descriptors in a single file (example: mdf2004_a_generate.php →
mdf2004.txt; it applies also for mdf2015_a_generate.php, mdfv2008_a_generate.php,
sapf2011.exe, smpi2014.php, fmpi2015.php, and chpf2015.exe). The output files contain matrixbased data, with molecules in columns and descriptors in lines. The values are expressed with 4
significant digits as numbers in general form (in which are expressed with smallest number of
characters).
÷ Stage 2. Filtering of the descriptors. This step is intended only to remove the duplicates - it is
possible for simple molecules to have two different descriptors with exactly the same series of
values for all molecules in the dataset. Also it is possible that at given precision that the values to
be different only in an order of magnitude; thus, the values of the descriptors should be expressed
relatively to the order of magnitude of the highest (absolute value). A program compact the
outputs (v2_mdf_x_compactize.php for 'mdf*' families and v2_others_compactize.php for the
rest); the output files are created as in the following example: mdf2004.txt → mdf2004_r.asc.
The 1_sort_all.php program is feed with '*_r.asc' files to produce sorted and distinct series of
values (for the descriptors & for the molecules) as '*_t.asc' files as in the following example:
mdf2004_r.asc → mdf2004_t.asc
÷ Stage 3. Building of structure - property files. The properties and/or activities are collected in a
file ('properties.asc'), keeping the association with the structure (from '*.hin' files) with the first
line having the names of the files containing the structures of the molecules for which the
property (or properties) have that value(s). The first column contains the name of the
property/activity. The generate_property_files_v2.php program generates files for each property:
family_name+"_"+property_name+".txt".
÷ Stage 4. Regression analysis. From this point on any software may be feed with the data to
conduct the regression analysis. A program (_r1v_all.exe) was designed to provide
("r1_"+input_filename) simple linear regressions and other (r2f_all_v2.exe) to account for
additive and multiplicative effects with two descriptors.
The use of the FMDs is exemplified in the modelling of C42 fullerene isomers continuum
elasticity expressed as Total Strain Energy (TSE, in eV), molecules included in the (Bolboacă &
Jäntschi 201654) study. The geometries were already available from (Tománek 201564 ) and here the
partial charges were obtained applying HF 6-31G* calculations, and extracted as ground-state
Mulliken net atomic charges (from the analysis of SCF wavefunction). The analysis of TSE was
conducted by joining the pool of all FMDs described above (except FPIF, for the reason given above).
The methodology included the generation of the FMDs descriptors, scaling of the values
relative to the highest one, filtering, sorting, joining, and filtering and sorting again.
The size of the valid descriptors from families was as follows: 183050 in ChPE, 1176 in FMPI,
40485 in MDF2004, 188195 in MDF2015, 83187 in MDFV, 6748 in SAPF, 673 in SMPI and
475073 in the joined pool.
The regression analysis included simple linear regression, and multiple linear regression with
two structure-based descriptors selected systematically from the whole pool.
The molecules along with TSE values are given in Table 12.

TSE: 31.06 eV

Table 12. All isomers of C42 fullerene
TSE: 30.537 eV
TSE: 29.791 eV
TSE: 29.805 eV

TSE: 30.618 eV

01_C42_C2
TSE: 29.85 eV

02_C42_C1
TSE: 30.608 eV

03_C42_C1
TSE: 29.782 eV

04_C42_C1
TSE: 28.527 eV

05_C42_C2
TSE: 29.393 eV

06_C42_C2v
TSE: 29.475 eV

07_C42_C2
TSE: 28.34 eV

08_C42_C1
TSE: 28.157 eV

09_C42_C1
TSE: 27.147 eV

10_C42_C1
TSE: 29.955 eV

11_C42_Cs
TSE: 28.175 eV

12_C42_Cs
TSE: 28.276 eV

13_C42_C2v
TSE: 29.474 eV

14_C42_C1
TSE: 27.408 eV

15_C42_C1
TSE: 28.175 eV

16_C42_C2v
TSE: 27.283 eV

17_C42_C1
TSE: 29.14 eV

18_C42_C1
TSE: 28.765 eV

19_C42_Cs
TSE: 27.743 eV

20_C42_C1
TSE: 27.487 eV

21_C42_C2v
TSE: 28.353 eV

22_C42_Cs
TSE: 28.014 eV

23_C42_C2
TSE: 29.051 eV

24_C42_C1
TSE: 27.489 eV

25_C42_C1
TSE: 28.972 eV

26_C42_C1
TSE: 27.484 eV

27_C42_C2
TSE: 26.657 eV

28_C42_C2
TSE: 26.639 eV

29_C42_C1
TSE: 27.371 eV

30_C42_C1
TSE: 26.554 eV

31_C42_C2
TSE: 27.973 eV

32_C42_C1
TSE: 29.764 eV

33_C42_C1
TSE: 31.101 eV

34_C42_C1
TSE: 26.639 eV

35_C42_Cs
TSE: 27.501 eV

36_C42_C1
TSE: 26.672 eV

37_C42_C1
TSE: 28.665 eV

38_C42_C2
TSE: 28.284 eV

39_C42_C1
TSE: 26.737 eV

40_C42_C2
TSE: 25.661 eV

41_C42_C2

42_C42_Cs

43_C42_C2

44_C42_C1

45_C42_D3

The simple linear regression with highest explanatory power selected a MDF2015
descriptor (lNVRcTu·101) with an explained determination of r2 =0.9886. Also, all other models

involving two descriptors (additive, multiplicative and additive-multiplicative) selected
MDF2015 descriptors exclusively, this being an important result for MDF2015 in regard to the
use of it in nano-chemistry (see Table 13).
Table 13. Best selected additive, multiplicative and additive-multiplicative effects
Model Equation
r2
6
Ŷ = 0t=0 + AMDrgTsMDF2015·10 ·42.53t=39 - lDPRgJjMDF2015·133.8t=2.38
2+1·1v
99.78
+ AMDrgTsMDF2015·106·lDPRgJjMDF2015·42.53t=74
-7
1·1v Ŷ = 195.1t=163 - lDBRgKsMDF2015·aMTrgTsMDF2015·10 ·16.23t=140
99.79
2v Ŷ = 88.15t=12 + AMDrgTsMDF2015·106·88.1t=97 - lDERgkSMDF2015·31.49t=27 99.81

The results from Table 13 suggest that an additive model with descriptors from MDF (the 2015
version) provides the highest explanatory power of the association of the TSE with the structure of the
C42 isomers.

MULTI-/TRANS- DISCIPLINARY CONNECTION(S)
The using of FMDs to estimate and predict biological activities proved constantly better
results when was compared with other alternatives (see for example Bolboacă & Jäntschi
201065 ).

OPEN ISSUES
There is no ideal recipe on about how to design FMDs. Obtained results shown that the
refining of the FMDs leads to improvements of the estimation power.

RELATED LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Quite often the search for models involving FMDs is conducted using simple linear
regressions (SLR) and multiple linear regressions (MLR).
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